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Matter is not what it used to be. Materialists have split into a seemingly endless series of subcategories: neo-materialists, feminist new materialists, agential realists, matter-realists, object-oriented ontologists, speculative materialists, relational ontologists, posthuman materialists, vital materialists. This exuberant proliferation is due to a combination of contextual and conceptual factors that calls for more creativity in coming to terms with the multiple materialisms of our times – bringing into being the emerging interdisciplinary field of ‘new materialist studies’.

New materialisms innovate on important theoretical traditions within Continental philosophies of immanence by breaking through the many binary splits lingering in scholarly thought, such as mind-body, nature-culture, word-world, idealism-materialism and transcendence-immanence. In so doing, critical theory and cultural theory revisit and redefine materialism as both a historical resource and as a potential still waiting to unfold while already launching new interdisciplinary approaches.

Write for New Materialisms

New Materialisms asks how materiality permits representation, actualises ethical subjectivities and innovates the political. The series will provide a discursive hub and an institutional home to this vibrant emerging field and open it up to a wider readership.

Your book should

- Be around 90,000 words in length
- Be suitable for upper-level undergraduates, postgraduates and scholars interested in new materialisms, who may be working in fields including philosophy, gender studies, political theory, science studies, media and performance studies and organisation studies
- Build on and advance innovative, immanent approaches to interdisciplinary scholarship

Submit your proposal for New Materialisms

Find our proposal guidelines at www.edinburghuniversitypress.com/publish

Before you submit, email the series editors to discuss your proposal:
Iris van der Tuin: i.vandertuin@uu.nl       Rosi Braidotti: R.Braidotti@uu.nl

To submit, email your proposal to Carol Macdonald, Philosophy Commissioning Editor at Edinburgh University Press: carol.macdonald@eup.ed.ac.uk.